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Accuracy of the H2S test: a systematic review of the
inﬂuence of bacterial density and sample volume
Hong Yang, Jim A. Wright, Robert E. S. Bain, Steve Pedley, John Elliott
and Stephen W. Gundry

ABSTRACT
The presence/absence hydrogen sulphide test (P/A H2S) is widely used as a low-cost alternative
faecal indicator test in remote and resource-poor settings. The aim of the paper is to assess
how bacterial density and sample volume affect its accuracy. Based on a systematic search, we
identiﬁed studies that tested water samples (n ¼ 2,034) using both the P/A H2S test and recognised
tests for thermotolerant coliforms (TTC) or Escherichia coli. We calculated P/A H2S test speciﬁcity and
sensitivity against a range of TTC and E. coli densities. For two studies, we compared this with
sensitivity and speciﬁcity estimates for simulated 100 and 20 ml presence/absence tests. For most
of the 19 included studies, as the threshold used to deﬁne contamination increased from 1 to
100 cfu/100 ml, P/A H2S test sensitivity increased but speciﬁcity decreased. Similarly, the simulation
indicated that increasing test volumes from 20 to 100 ml increased sensitivity but reduced speciﬁcity.
There was potential for bias, for example from lack of blinding during test interpretation, in most
of the studies reviewed. In assessing the P/A H2S test as an alternative to standard methods, careful
consideration of likely indicator bacteria levels and sample volume is required.
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INTRODUCTION
Diarrhoeal disease due to inadequate water, sanitation and

method (Roser et al. ; McMahan et al. ), but generally

hygiene caused 2.2 million deaths and 76.3 million Disability

is used in P/A form to reduce both cost and complexity of use.

Adjusted Life Years (DALYs) in 2000 (Prüss et al. ).

Following Manja’s original formulation, it is often used with a

Microbial contamination is the most common and wide-

sample volume of 20 ml rather than the standard 100 ml, pre-

spread health risk associated with drinking water (Yang

sumably to reduce cost per sample and for convenience.

et al. ) and this risk can be managed through water quality

Various studies have determined its diagnostic accuracy rela-

monitoring and remediation of contaminated supplies

tive to standard laboratory-based methods. A review has also

(WHO ). In many remote and developing country set-

summarised the performance of the H2S method and its

tings, monitoring for faecal contamination of drinking

potential limitations for drinking water monitoring (Sobsey

water is limited by the lack of laboratory facilities, ﬁnance

& Pfaender ). More recently, we conducted a systematic

and trained staff. Consequently, the hydrogen sulphide

review and meta-analysis (Wright et al. ) of the diagnostic

(H2S) method was introduced by Manja et al. () as a

accuracy of the P/A H2S test versus tests for thermotolerant

low-cost ﬁeld test to detect faecal pollution of water in such

coliforms (TTC) or Escherichia coli. We used a TTC or E.

settings. This method has been widely used as a presence/

coli density of 1 cfu/100 ml to deﬁne contamination wher-

absence (P/A) test in developing countries and remote

ever possible.

areas and has also been recommended by UNICEF ().

The use of the P/A H2S test raises a number of questions.

The test has also been implemented as a multiple tube

First, there are situations where it may be desirable to detect a
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level of contamination higher than 1 cfu/100 ml. For

sample volume inﬂuence the diagnostic accuracy of the P/A

example, WHO () deﬁnes ‘low risk’ contamination

H2S test?

(1–10 cfu/100 ml), 10–100 cfu/100 ml as intermediate risk,
and 100–1,000 cfu/100 ml as high risk, with >1,000 cfu/
100 ml being ‘very high risk’. Similarly, for wastewater and

METHODS

environmental waters, guideline values are often higher
than 1 cfu/100 ml (EU ; WHO ). How does the

Strategy for literature search and data extraction

P/A H2S test compare with standard indicator bacteria
tests at these higher levels of contamination? Second, what

A copy of the review protocol is available from the authors;

effect does the choice of a 20 ml rather than 100 ml volume

this paper reports on an analysis not foreseen in our original

have on test results?

protocol. Eligible study characteristics, search strategy for

Looking at the test’s ability to detect samples contami-

identifying and procedures for characterising relevant litera-

nated with greater densities of indicator bacteria (e.g.,

ture have been described elsewhere (Wright et al. ). In

above 10 or 100 cfu/100 ml rather than 1 cfu/100 ml),

brief, eligible studies were those that simultaneously tested

three factors are likely to determine the diagnostic accuracy

drinking and surface water samples using both the P/A H2S

of the P/A H2S test:

test and recognised tests for TTC or E. coli. We searched

1. Bacterial densities: When bacterial densities are low, two
100 ml samples will be less likely to both test positive
than if densities are higher. This is because of the
inherent statistical variation in bacterial densities
between one sample and the next. This is true for any
microbiological test, not just the P/A H2S test.
2. Sample volume: The P/A H2S test is often implemented
using a sample volume of 20 ml rather than the standard
100 ml, making it more difﬁcult to detect low densities of
indicator bacteria, particularly below 5 cfu/100 ml.
3. Test procedures: The P/A H2S test detects a different group
of indicator bacteria and incubation procedures vary.

titles and abstracts from relevant bibliographic and grey literature databases using both English and Chinese (e.g.,
Microbiology Abstracts A and B; Water Resources Abstracts,
Pollution Abstracts, Conference Papers Index, Web of Knowledge, Google

Scholar,

Compendex,

GeoBase,

Water

Resources Worldwide, Medline, IndMed, British Library for
Development Studies, Library of Congress Online Catalog,
British Library Integrated Catalogue and WorldCat). For the
full list of the searched database, see Table S1 in Wright
et al. (), using terms for the H2S test (e.g., ‘H2S’, or ‘hydrogen sulphide’, or ‘hydrogen sulﬁde’, or ‘pathoscreen’, or
‘Manja’) with terms for domestic water samples (e.g.,
‘water’, or ‘environmental samples’) and terms for indicator

In this paper, we examine the contribution of these three

bacteria (e.g., ‘thermotolerant’, or ‘faecal’, or ‘fecal’, or ‘coli-

factors to P/A H2S test accuracy by drawing on the results of

form’, or ‘E. coli’) with a ﬁnal search date of July 2010.

a literature review, looking also at its ability to detect con-

References were also traced to and from included studies,

tamination

from a relevant review by Sobsey & Pfaender () and to

not

just

above

1 cfu/100 ml,

but

other

thresholds too (e.g., 10 or 100 cfu/100 ml). Such an analysis

the original paper describing the H2S test (Manja et al.

is very difﬁcult when based on aggregate summary statistics

). Where the full text of a paper was unavailable, we con-

in study reports comparing different tests. In contrast to pre-

tacted one or more authors. Papers were then independently

vious quantitative reviews of water quality sample data, we

screened and characterised by two researchers (HY, JAW),

therefore analyse individual sample data (ISD) rather than

with individual sample results being recorded independently

results that have been aggregated across an entire study or

in spreadsheets. Other characteristics recorded, including

type of water source within a study. We also examine the

study quality criteria (Whiting et al. ) are described in

effects of adopting a volume of 20 ml rather than 100 ml

Wright et al. (). Disagreements were resolved by consen-

via simulation modelling. Two questions are addressed in

sus or referral to a third team member (SP, JE).

this study. (1) How does indicator bacteria density inﬂuence

We included in our meta-analysis studies that reported

the diagnostic accuracy of the P/A H2S test? (2) How does

individual samples and quantiﬁed TTC or E. coli densities.
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We also included studies that reported aggregate results for

too many ‘false alarms’ waste limited resources. A test

groups of samples, but provided breakdowns of H2S positive

needs to be both sensitive and speciﬁc.

and negative samples for different TTC or E. coli bandings

We tested for differences in sensitivity between the subset

(e.g., 1–10, 10–100 and >100 cfu/100 ml). For samples

of studies included in this analysis and all of the studies

with TTC or E. coli densities that were too numerous to

included in our original review (Clarke & Stewart )

count, we calculated the mid-point of the logged upper

using a t-test in Stata version 11. A meta-regression was

limit of detection and a value ten times this upper limit.

also conducted to test for differences in sensitivity and speci-

For non-detectable values for indicator bacteria, we calcu-

ﬁcity between studies with and without individual sample

lated the mid-point of the log of 0.5 and the logged lower

results. For each study, we plotted sensitivity and speciﬁcity

limit of detection (Costa ).

against the threshold cfu/100 ml value for TTC/E. coli that
was used to deﬁne contaminated samples. We also plotted

Meta-analysis

these values for studies that presented aggregate results of
H2S positive and negative samples broken down by multiple

To avoid the risk of Simpson’s Paradox (Borenstein et al.

cfu/100 ml bands. Although we tested for heterogeneity and

), all analyses were undertaken at study level, rather

bias across all studies as reported in Wright et al. (), we

than pooling data across studies. We then calculated the

were unable to test for heterogeneity among the subset of

number of samples that fell in four categories using a

studies reporting individual sample results. Heterogeneity

range of threshold TTC/E. coli density values that varied

testing of such studies using Area Under the Receiver Operat-

from 1 to 10,000 cfu/100 ml:

ing Characteristic (ROC) curve was not possible because

•

study results occupied different areas of ROC space.

•
•
•

true positives (tp) where the P/A H2S test was positive
and the TTC or E. coli density was above the threshold
cfu/100 ml value;
false positives (fp), where the P/A H2S test was positive
but the TTC or E. coli density was below the threshold
value;
false negatives (fn), where the P/A H2S test was negative,
but the TTC or E. coli density was above the threshold
value;
true negatives (tn), where the P/A H2S test was negative
and the TTC or E. coli density was below the threshold
value.
For each threshold value of cfu/100 ml, we calculated

two measures of H2S test diagnostic accuracy from these

Simulation
A small subset of the sample data from the meta-analysis was
used in a simulation to evaluate the inﬂuence of different
sample volumes (20 and 100 ml) and inherent statistical variation in bacterial densities on P/A H2S diagnostic accuracy in
more detail. Individual sample results were included as simulation input data provided they were derived using clearly
documented methods for E. coli and TTC enumeration and
had bacterial densities within the range of detection. Only
10 or 20 ml P/A H2S samples were included from studies
that had at least 20 such sample results. The simulations
were performed using MATLAB® version R2011a.

counts, sensitivity and speciﬁcity. Sensitivity [¼tp/(tp þ fn)]

For each sample result the bacterial density as measured

is the proportion of water samples contaminated (above a

by the quantitative device was assumed to be the underlying

threshold indicator bacteria density) that are correctly ident-

density of organisms in the source. Using the Poisson

iﬁed by the H2S method. Speciﬁcity [¼tn/(tn þ fp)] is the

sampling model (Cochran ), random numbers were

proportion of uncontaminated water samples (below a

used for each of these densities to yield simulated results

given indicator bacteria threshold density) that are correctly

for paired idealised 10 or 20 ml P/A and quantitative

identiﬁed by the H2S method (Altman & Bland ). Sensi-

devices. For simplicity, the membrane ﬁltration method

tivity, the ability to correctly identify contaminated water, is

has been assumed to determine the exact number of bacteria

particularly important in order to identify possible sources

in a 100 ml sample volume. The sensitivity and speciﬁcity

of faecal contamination. Speciﬁcity is also important as

per study were calculated based on these results, varying
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the minimum bacterial density that deﬁned a contaminated

(Cervantes ) or positive (Mosley & Sharp ), prevent-

sample from 1 to 10,000 cfu/100 ml. The above procedure

ing calculation of sensitivity or speciﬁcity (Box D, Figure 1).

was repeated a number of times (10,000) allowing mean

This left 14 included studies that reported test results for indi-

values to be calculated for each threshold. The entire simu-

vidual water samples. Two of these studies reported both TTC

lation was then repeated using an idealised P/A test with a

and E. coli results (Lukacs ; Nikaeen et al. ). In total,

volume of 100 ml rather than 10 or 20 ml.

520 TTC samples and 276 E. coli samples tested for H2S-pro-

In this way, for a small subset of studies, we were able to

ducing bacteria were reported in these 14 studies. Because of

compare the concordance between the following:

the pronounced effect of extreme outliers on sensitivity and

1. An idealised quantitative test of 100 ml with an idealised

speciﬁcity, we also excluded one sample with a very high

P/A test of 100 ml (with differences largely due to the

TTC density of 1,600 cfu/100 ml (Ratto et al. ) and two

inherent statistical variation in bacteria counts between

samples with high E. coli densities (>5,000 and 500 cfu/

samples and consequent uncertainty in enumeration

100 ml) (Mattelet ), which all tested negative for H2S

methods).

(Box E, Figure 1). Overall, 1,021 TTC and 1,014 E. coli test

2. An idealised quantitative test of 100 ml with an idealised
P/A test of 10 or 20 ml (with differences due to the

results with associated P/A H2S measurements were
included in the meta-analysis.

inherent statistical variation in bacteria counts between
samples and the two different volumes used).
3. The actual quantitative and 10 or 20 ml P/A H2S test
results from the ﬁeld (with differences due to the inherent
statistical variation in bacteria counts between samples,
the two different volumes used, and the difference in
media and target indicator organism).

Meta-analysis
Based on the 14 studies with ISD (Table 1; Box G, Figure 1), the
percentage of P/A H2S positive samples was calculated for
different indicator bacteria densities (Table 2). Study quality criteria are presented in Table S1 of the Supplementary material
(available online at http://www.iwaponline.com/jwh/011/
225.pdf). There were some potential study design issues that
affected all the included studies. For example, it was unclear

RESULTS

in all studies whether those interpreting P/A H2S test results
were aware of TTC/E. coli results and vice versa.

Studies included in the meta-analysis

We also examined the impact on sensitivity and speciﬁcity of varying the threshold cfu/100 ml value at which a

As described for our earlier systematic review (Wright et al.

sample was classiﬁed as positive according to a TTC or E.

), 51 studies were included initially (as shown by Box A,

coli test. The change in sensitivity and speciﬁcity with increas-

Figure 1). Five studies were included that reported aggregate

ing threshold density of TTC and E. coli for the ﬁve studies

counts of true positives, false positives, true negatives and

with aggregate sample results and 14 studies with ISD are

false negatives for the P/A H2S method based on different indi-

shown in Figure 2. For almost all studies, sensitivity increased

cator organism bandings. In total, 502 TTC samples and 740 E.

as the TTC or E. coli density threshold increased (Figures 2(a)

coli samples were simultaneously tested for H2S-producing

and 2(c)), except for a few studies where it ﬂuctuated (Mon-

bacteria in these ﬁve studies (Table 1; Box F, Figure 1). Of

jour et al. ; Lukacs ; Coulbert ). Almost all

the remaining 46 studies, 26 were excluded that only reported

studies show declining speciﬁcity as the threshold density of

sample results in aggregate (Box B, Figure 1). A further four

indicator bacteria increased (Figures 2(b) and 2(d)).

studies were excluded that reported individual sample results

We tested for differences in study-level sensitivity

but used P/A methods to detect indicator bacteria (TTC or E.

between the subset of 19 studies described above and all

coli) and were therefore not amenable to analysis (Box C,

51 studies included in our earlier review (Wright et al.

Figure 1). Two further studies reporting ISD were also

). A t-test showed no signiﬁcant differences for levels

excluded because their P/A H2S test results were all negative

of TTC or E. coli (p ¼ 0.54 and 0.64, respectively), nor did
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Flow diagram, showing how studies and samples were selected for inclusion in the meta-analysis and subsequent simulation. ––-, samples selected for inclusion in metaanalysis; -.-.-., samples selected for inclusion in simulation; *, 1,274 samples in total, but only 1,242 samples reporting results using multiple TTC or E. coli density thresholds; **,
875 samples in total, but only 793 reporting individual sample results without extreme outliers.

a meta-regression that tested for differences in sensitivity

Simulation results have been plotted in Figure 3 along-

(p ¼ 0.114) and speciﬁcity (p ¼ 0.636) between studies that

side sensitivity and speciﬁcity calculated from the two

did and did not report individual sample results.

studies described above; the results were plotted in ROC
space, a form of graphical plot commonly used to illustrate

Simulation

the performance of a binary (P/A) diagnostic test. In particular, such plots are used to show the trade-off between

Of the 14 included studies with published individual sample

sensitivity and speciﬁcity, since an increase in sensitivity is

results described above, six studies were excluded because

often at the expense of speciﬁcity, and vice versa. These

the descriptions of methods for enumerating TTC, E. coli

graphs show how sensitivity and speciﬁcity change in two

and/or H2S-producing bacteria were unclear (Box H,

studies, Figure 3(a) Mosley et al. () and Figure 3(b)

Figure 1). From the remaining eight studies, 191 samples

Johnson () for:

were further excluded because they had TTC or E. coli densities outside detectable limits (Box I, Figure 1). Overall, 62
samples from two studies that contained sufﬁcient sample
numbers, information on test procedures and had TTC or
E. coli densities within the detectable range were included
in the simulation (Box J, Figure 1).
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Summary of studies with individual sample data or reporting aggregated sample results using multiple threshold densities of indicator bacteria

Characteristics of
recognised method

H2S test procedure
Studies reporting
Reference

ISD or multiple
threshold a

Coulbert ()

ISD

Grant & Ziel ()

ISD

Hewison et al. ()

ISD

128

Johnson ()

ISD

Kromoredjo & Fujioka
()

ISD

Lukacs ()

ISD

Incubation
period (h)

Incubation
temperature ( C)

Sample volume
(ml)

Indicator
bacteria

17

48

35

100

E. coli

14

24

30

100

TTC

24, 30

Ambient
temperature

61

48

25–35

50

12–15, 18–24

26–30

52

72

37

Number of
samples

W

Geometric mean
(cfu/100 ml)

3.7

TTC

2.05

E. coli

6.41

E. coli

4.28

10, 20

TTC

1.34

20

Lukacs ()

ISD

15

72

37

10, 20

E. coli

3.03

Mattelet ()

ISD

46

48

35

20

E. coli

6.03

Monjour et al. ()

ISD

58

18–24

37

20

TTC

0.25

Mosley et al. ()

ISD

55

36

25–30

10

TTC

2.83

Nikaeen et al. ()

ISD

35

48

37

60, 100, 120

TTC

5.7

Nikaeen et al. ()

ISD

35

48

37

60, 100, 120

E. coli

2.15

Okioga ()

ISD

30

24, 48

24–35

20

E. coli

0.13

Peletz ()

ISD

22

24, 48

35

20

E. coli

5.71

Ratto et al. ()

ISD

20

12–18

22, 35

20

TTC

0.73

Ratto et al. ()

ISD

158

TTC

0.86

22, 35

Desmarchelier et al. ()

Multiple

358

18, 30

37, 38

20

E. coli

0.9

Genthe & Franck ()

Multiple

413

48

22, 35

20

TTC

8.59

Gupta et al. ()

Multiple

382

24, 48, 72

25

20

E. coli

17.65

Singh et al. ()

Multiple

35

12–18

37

20

TTC

38.74

Vasudevan & Tandon
()

Multiple

54

48

Ambient
temperature

20

TTC

6.46

a

Studies reporting individual sample data (ISD) or reporting samples using multiple indicator bacterial density thresholds.

•

actual quantitative tests of 100 ml versus 20 ml P/A H2S

speciﬁcity, in places the observed P/A H2S test data show

tests.

somewhat lower values for sensitivity compared with the
10 or 20 ml simulated P/A test.

Comparing the simulated P/A tests of 100 ml (◊) and 10
or 20 ml (□), the simulation suggests a smaller volume
lowers the sensitivity of a P/A test, but raises its speciﬁcity;
this effect is greater in the Mosley et al. study where con-

DISCUSSION

tamination levels were low. Comparing the actual H2S test
(▴) and simulated P/A of the same volume (□), the P/A

Summary and implications for ﬁeld testing

H2S test has much lower sensitivity, but somewhat higher
speciﬁcity; an effect that is greater in the Johnson study

With respect to the diagnostic accuracy of the P/A H2S test,

where levels of E. coli were high. For equivalent values of

we suggested three reasons for discrepancies between P/A
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Percentages of H2S positive samples by level of contamination with thermotolerant coliform (TTC) or E. coli (EC) (numbers in brackets are the total number of samples per level of
TTC/EC contamination)

Density of indicator bacteria (cfu/100 ml)
Study

Indicator bacteria

<1

Coulbert ()

EC

44% (9)

1–9.99

> 100

10–99.99

75% (8)

Desmarchelier et al. ()

EC

15% (309)

57% (46)

81% (32)

Genthe & Franck ()

TTC

22% (190)

71% (51)

92% (36)

Grant & Ziel ()

TTC

25% (4)

50% (2)

Gupta et al. ()

EC

3% (219)
a

100% (6)

7% (15)
b

100% (2)

27% (15)

Hewison et al. ()

TTC

30% (67)

54% (46)

73% (15)

Johnson ()

EC

25% (32)

50% (4)

75% (4)

a

c

100% (138)
81% (133)
100% (21)

d

Kromoredjo & Fujioka ()

EC

4% (25)

60% (5)

Lukacs ()

TTC

15% (39)

44% (9)

50% (4)

100% (5)

Lukacs ()

EC

18% (11)

0% (1)

57% (7)

100% (1)

Mattelet ()

EC

45% (31)

50% (2)

0% (1)

100% (20)

Monjour et al. ()

TTC

15% (47)

22% (9)

50% (2)

Mosley et al. ()

TTC

17% (23)

78% (18)

91% (11)

Nikaeen et al. ()

TTC

33% (9)

e

Nikaeen et al. ()

EC

57% (14)e

Okioga ()

EC

11% (28)

100% (1)

Peletz ()

EC

25% (8)

25% (4)

f

h

6% (145)

100% (3)

g

94% (18)

100% (8)

94% (17)f

100% (4)g
100% (1)
60% (5)

100% (5)

80% (10)

100% (3)

0% (1)

80% (5)

100% (2)

i

Ratto et al. ()

TTC

Ratto et al. ()

TTC

Singh et al. ()

TTC

0% (2)

0% (9)

64% (11)

Vasudevan & Tandon ()

TTC

13% (15)

43% (14)

76% (25)

23% (13)

75% (12)

100% (13)

For some studies, different TTC/EC contamination intervals were used because of variation in microbiological procedures and reporting of results:
a

< 2.2 cfu/100 ml.

b

2.2–9.9 cfu/100 ml.

c

2.2–16 cfu/100 ml.
> 16 cfu/100 ml.

d
e
f

g
h
i

< 1.1 cfu/100 ml.

1.1–23 cfu/100 ml.
> 23 cfu/100 ml.
< 2 cfu/100 ml.

2–9.9 cfu/100 ml.

H2S test results and those from standard laboratory

As the points representing an idealised 100 ml P/A (◊) in

methods, namely:

Figure 3 show, there is some discrepancy between the simu-

1. the inherent underlying statistical uncertainty from bacterial distributions in drinking water;
2. the frequent choice of 20 ml as a P/A H2S test volume;
3. the difference in target indicator organisms and testing
procedures.
As shown in Figure 3, each of these factors appears to

lated results and a 100 ml quantitative test, as a result of
inherent statistical

uncertainty in bacterial

sampling

distributions.
This pattern is further affected by a reduction in P/A
sample volume to 20 ml (Figure 3), which reduces sensitivity
and increases speciﬁcity. This is consistent with a comparative study of different P/A H2S volumes, which indicated

reduce the overall degree of consistency between two sets

that a 20 ml volume increased the percentage of H2S posi-

of test results, measured using sensitivity and speciﬁcity.

tive samples relative to 10 ml (Roser et al. ). At the
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Variation in sensitivity and speciﬁcity of the P/A H2S method relative to varying threshold densities of thermotolerant coliforms and E. coli (numbers of samples per study in
brackets). (a) Sensitivity of thermotolerant coliforms; (b) speciﬁcity of thermotolerant coliforms; (c) sensitivity of E. coli; (d) speciﬁcity of E. coli. A full colour version of this ﬁgure
is available online at http://www.iwaponline.com/jwh/toc.htm.
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Receiver Operating Characteristic space, showing sensitivity versus speciﬁcity relative to 100 ml quantitative tests for simulated presence/absence tests and actual P/A H2S
results from: (a) Mosley et al. (2004) (32 samples tested for TTC) and (b) Johnson (2007) (30 samples tested for E. coli).

same time, reducing the volume of a test reduces production

sensitivity. This trade-off should be considered when select-

costs. For example, Chuang et al. () found that a 20 ml

ing a test volume for a given monitoring setting.

P/A H2S test cost US$0.14, compared with a 100 ml P/A

The sensitivity and speciﬁcity of the P/A H2S test vary

H2S test which cost US$0.35. Lowering the test price per

depending on the target level of contamination being

unit means that where budgets are limited, a greater

detected (Figure 2). When the aim is to detect highly con-

number of tests can be conducted at the same cost. There

taminated samples (e.g., with indicator bacteria >100 cfu/

is thus a trade-off between the unit cost of the test and its

100 ml), the test’s sensitivity is high but its speciﬁcity is
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low. When the aim is to detect lower levels of contamination

of indicator bacteria (Gupta et al. ); these results had a

(e.g., 1 cfu/100 ml), its sensitivity is lower but its speciﬁcity

pronounced effect on the sensitivity and speciﬁcity trends

is higher. This trade-off between sensitivity and speciﬁcity at

observed in Figure 2. The reason for these occasional results

higher contamination levels is repeated across the many

is not clear, and neither is it discussed by the authors. It is poss-

studies reviewed here. Thus, where sources are likely to be

ible, although very unlikely at the levels of contamination

grossly contaminated (e.g., the Nicaraguan protected

being reported, that the contamination has a restricted range

bucket wells reported by Sandiford et al. ()), the P/A

of indicator bacteria which excludes species that can reduce

H2S test is likely to correctly identify a high proportion of

sulphate. There may be certain characteristics of the water

such high risk sources, but a much lower proportion of

that inhibit, or appear to inhibit the P/A H2S test; once

low risk sources (e.g., the domiciliary piped connections

again, this seems unlikely. False negative results when indi-

reported by Sandiford et al. ()).

cator densities are high are a cause for concern and more

Thus, in designing a P/A test, there is a design space in
which test volume, cost, sensitivity, speciﬁcity and the target

research is needed to understand the conditions that can
lead to this outcome.

level of contamination to be detected all interact in a complex manner. Following Manja’s original formulation,

Strengths and limitations

many H2S users implement the P/A H2S test using a
20 ml volume rather than 100 ml (Table 1; Wright et al.

It is becoming increasingly common in clinical medicine to

), which lowers its cost and sensitivity, but raises its

use data relating to individual patients in meta-analysis. The

speciﬁcity. Choosing a higher volume would alter these

potential additional beneﬁts of using individual patient data

properties and so test users could, in theory, select a

(IPD) rather than aggregated data on groups of patients

volume that best meets the needs of their speciﬁc situation.

include: increased statistical power, more ﬂexible analysis of

Since H2S producing bacteria are a different indicator

sample subgroups, more ﬂexible analysis of outcomes and

organism group to TTC or E. coli, sensitivity at a given level

greater opportunities for data checking and correction

of speciﬁcity is generally lower for the P/A H2S test than for

(Clarke & Stewart ). To the best of our knowledge, the

a simulated 20 ml P/A test. This effect is quantiﬁed in Figure 3.

present systematic review is the ﬁrst attempt to conduct a sys-

Previous studies and major reviews of the P/A H2S test pro-

tematic review based on ISD rather than aggregated results

vide a number of explanations for the appearance of false

for a water quality test. Using ISD enabled us to systematically

positive results when compared with the standard tests for

vary the threshold TTC or E. coli density, scrutinise under-

detection of faecal indicator bacteria (e.g., Sobsey & Pfaender

lying raw data and explore effects of faecal bacteria density

). Non-enteric bacteria that can reduce sulphate are ubi-

on the diagnostic accuracy of P/A H2S test. This highlights

quitous, but many of the genera that comprise this group

the beneﬁts of drawing on techniques used in other ﬁelds.

have exacting growth requirements that will reduce the poten-

Various limitations were noted in our earlier analysis

tial for them giving a positive result. However, Sobsey &

(Wright et al. ), particularly potential for bias in the

Pfaender () do list other bacteria, for example Pseudomo-

studies reviewed. For example, in all studies, it was unclear

nas spp., Bacillus spp. and Proteus spp., that can be non-

whether those interpreting P/A H2S results were aware of

enteric and will give a positive result with the P/A H2S test.

the results obtained from TTC/E. coli tests and vice versa.

This group of organisms are likely to produce a positive

Furthermore, here we were only able to analyse a small pro-

result with the P/A H2S test when the standard tests for

portion of relevant water samples (1,021 for TTC and 1,014

other indicators are negative. Several authors have reported

for E. coli). While there was no evidence of a systematic

false negative results at low densities of E. coli, but there are

difference in sensitivity between this subset of samples and

also a few studies that directly report a negative result for the

the overall set of samples identiﬁed, the available ISD for

P/A H2S test for samples containing a high density of indicator

E. coli were largely drawn from unpublished reports and

bacteria (e.g., Monjour et al. ), or where the same result

theses, rather than peer-reviewed articles. Arguably, such

can be inferred from the sensitivity of the test at high densities

data may be systematically different from those collected
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by published studies and therefore biased. This study com-

Sample volume also affects P/A H2S test performance.

pared the P/A H2S test with standard methods, E. coli and

The simulation results suggest a test volume of 100 ml gives

TTC, which are themselves imperfect measures of faecal

higher sensitivity, but lower speciﬁcity, compared to a

contamination (Gleeson & Gray ); their direct compari-

20 ml test. However, test volume inﬂuences the cost of con-

son with the P/A H2S test can therefore understate the

sumables, with a 20 ml volume more than halving the cost

ability of the P/A H2S test to identify waters containing

per test compared to a 100 ml volume (Chuang et al. ).

organisms of likely faecal origin (McMahan et al. ). In

Taken together, these factors suggest that in a situation

comparing sensitivity and speciﬁcity results from the two

where there is a need to detect low levels of contamination

simulations and the reported P/A H2S test results, in

(1–9.99 cfu/100 ml), it may be advisable to invest in a smal-

theory it would have been possible to test for signiﬁcant

ler number of more expensive 100 ml tests, rather than more

differences between the area under two ROC curves

widespread use of cheaper 20 ml tests. In situations where

shown in Figure 3 (DeLong et al. ). However, given

there are likely to be higher levels of contamination, using

that the two sets of outputs occupied different areas of

a larger number of more affordable 20 ml tests may be

ROC space, it would have been problematic to calculate

appropriate. However, although in theory, sample volume

the area under the two curves in a consistent way.

can be optimised in this way to obtain a balance between

There are also limitations to the simulation:

the diagnostic performance and cost, practical consider-

1. Samples with values outside the detectable range of contamination have been excluded. Inclusion is likely to
improve agreement between the tests.
2. The simulation is based on a very small proportion of the
samples identiﬁed through the earlier review (32 samples
for TTC and 30 samples for E. coli).
3. The measured values of the TTC and E. coli quantitative
tests were assumed to be the true underlying bacterial
density in the source. However, these estimates of true

ations about operationalising monitoring may override any
decision as to the most appropriate test procedures for a
given situation.
We encourage researchers and practitioners to make
ISD available for future analyses. Analysis of ISD can
yield valuable insights into the relative performance of diagnostic tests. These insights are especially important for lowincome countries where difﬁcult trade-offs must be made
between test cost and performance.

bacterial density are uncertain and our analysis did not
account for this uncertainty.
4. The assumed Poisson distribution has been questioned
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